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First semantic project using TerraLing

• Focus on how we targeted the questions via TerraLing (some good features of our

methodology, some things we could have done better)
• Sketch one of the results
• Relate it to our ongoing work
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‘D ISTRIBUTIVE ’ SCENARIO : Ada and Bea spent the afternoon working at a store.
Ada received 100 euros. Bea received 100 euros.
⇒ received exactly 100 euros holds of each individual picked out by a conjunct.
Non-distributive interpretations
‘C OLLECTIVE ’ SCENARIO : Ada and Bea translated an article together. As a team,
they received 100 euros for the translation.
Individuals picked out by conjuncts have the property received exactly 100 euros
as a group.
‘C UMULATIVE ’ SCENARIO : Ada and Bea spent the afternoon working at a store. Ada
received 60 euros. Bea received 40 euros.
Individuals picked out by conjuncts have properties that ‘add up’ to receiving
exactly 100 euros.
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(2)

Ada and Bea read the books.

The DISTRIBUTIVE interpretation entails the CUMULATIVE one.
• But the readings can be distinguished if we use predicates with measure phrases

(100 euros, 10 meters) or numeral-modified plurals (five bananas, ten books).
(3)

Ada and Bea earned 100 euros.

• With modifiers that impose both upper and lower bounds (exactly 100 euros,

exactly five bananas), the two readings become logically independent.

Lexical ambiguity of and?
Counterargument for English (Dowty 1987)
(4)

Ada and Bea met at the bar and had exactly two beers.

Met at the bar requires non-distributive reading, but had exactly two beers still
permits both readings.
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Note: Does not mean all languages have coordinators that behave like and
If so, what should the unified meaning look like?
Distributive-quantifier hypothesis
Winter (2001), Champollion (2015) a.o.
Conjunctive coordinators lexically form distributive generalized quantifiers.
⇒ D ISTRIBUTIVE reading derived directly; NON - DISTRIBUTIVE reading requires
additional operators.
Plural-based hypothesis
Link (1983, 1987) a.o.
Conjunctive coordinators lexically form pluralities (‘group’/‘sum’ individuals)
⇒ N ON - DISTRIBUTIVE readings derived directly; DISTRIBUTIVE reading is either
due to predicate or requires additional operators.
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Q: Distributive vs. non-distributive conjunction
English data won’t help us decide between the distributive-quantifier and the
plural-based hypothesis.
How can cross-linguistic data help?
If one reading universally requires additional operators, it corresponds to ‘bigger’
LF structures cross-linguistically.
Assumption: Morphosyntactic containment reflects LF ‘complexity’
If one reading corresponds to a more complex LF that ‘contains’ the LF for the
other reading, this containment relation should be morphosyntactically
transparent in at least some languages.
The reverse containment pattern should not be found.
Note: Doesn’t mean we find transparent containment in every language
A previous detailed application: Bobaljik (2012)
Superlative forms may contain the comparative form, but not vice versa.
⇒ Underlying syntax + LF for superlatives ‘more complex’ than for comparatives.
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• Are there conjunctions that permit both readings, but become purely

non-distributive once a certain marker is added within the coordination?
• Are there conjunctions that are purely distributive, but can get a

non-distributive reading once a certain marker is added within the coordination?
• Are there conjunctions that are purely non-distributive, but can get a

distributive reading once a certain marker is added within the coordination?
...

Such containment relations could provide . . .
• evidence against ‘no variation’ null hypothesis (no unified containment pattern)
• if the null hypothesis holds up: a way of deciding between the plural-based and

the distributive-quantifier hypothesis (which reading is formally ‘less marked’)?
Underlying assumption: Morphosyntactic containment reflects LF ‘complexity’.
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• If a certain type of example is missing from a grammar, we cannot conclude that

it is ungrammatical.
• Some of these works have (vague) semantic descriptions (e.g. Haspelmath

(2004)), but often lack semantically relevant minimal pairs with explicit scenarios
• Ideally, we want examples that make the two readings logically independent
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• We defined the queries by drawing on properties of contexts, examples etc. that

are known from work on English or German.
Example: Contrast with third predicate improves CUMULATIVE VP conjunction
(5)

The ten children were dancing and smoking, but none of them were
singing.

• We provided concrete examples in property definitions (often English, also other

languages + fictional languages based on English).
Consultants could change predicates etc. if their language lacked lexical
counterparts.
• Survey draws on consultants’ linguistic expertise (e.g. identifying collective

predicates, measure phrases etc. in their language).
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counterpart of English and
• Coordination strategies often grammaticalized from/formally similar to

comitative structures (cf. Mithun 1988, Stassen 2000)
⇒ consultants need syntactic criteria for distinguishing the two
• Consultants are linguists, but might be unfamiliar with relevant semantic notions
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+ Definition explicitly states what is not relevant: plural agreement,
presence/absence of coordinators.
⇒ Not all criteria applicable in every language
⇒ all criteria rely on linguistic expertise on the consultant’s part.
Defining ‘iterative coordination’
Coordination in the above sense that permits more than two conjuncts.
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• CUMULATIVE / DISTRIBUTIVE tested with measure phrases and numeral-modified

plurals (with modifiers like exactly, if available in the language)
• COLLECTIVE tested with collective predicates (which consultants had to identify for

their language)
• Are there sentences that are ambiguous between a CUMULATIVE and a
DISTRIBUTIVE

interpretation?

• Are there forms of coordination where one interpretation requires a special

marker within the predicate?
cf. English each/between them: Disambiguate plural sentence, but not required to
get a particular reading
• Are there forms of coordination where one interpretation requires a special

marker within the coordination?
• Are there forms of coordination where one interpretation is blocked by a special

marker within the coordination?
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unlike much of the existing semantic literature.
⇒ Turned out to be relevant!
• We wanted to control for potentially distinct behavior of measure phrases and

ordinary plural DPs/NPs.
⇒ In hindsight, this wasn’t worth the extra effort/workload for our consultants.
• All questions involved existential statements about ‘forms’ or ‘strategies’ for

coordination.
⇒ As expected, many languages had two or more strategies.
With the new two-level structure (languages vs. forms/expressions), this would
have been much easier to control for
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Generalization (from our data set on individual conjunction, simplified)
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obtained from the other by adding extra markers within the coordinate structure:
• extra markers within coordinate structure never add cumulative reading
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the afore-mentioned kind), so does the form without these markers
• extra markers within coordinate structure never remove distributive reading
If the form without the extra markers permits distributive reading w.r.t. a certain predicate
(of the afore-mentioned kind), so does form with the extra markers.

Consequences (simplified)
Also linked to GEN 2: There are conjunction strategies where distributive reading requires
markers in VP-predicate, none where cumulative reading requires such markers.
• Unified containment pattern: Compatible with ‘no variation’ null hypothesis
• Clear asymmetry: Supports plural-based hypothesis for conjunction
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– pre-studies via questionnaires to delimit range of variation
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– Try to make use of Ryan’s suggestion (storyboards/pictures)!
If you are interested in collaborating, let us know!
Follow-up PhD projects using other methods
• Magdalena Roszkowski: Non-distributivity in child language and cognition
• Nina Haslinger: Context-dependency in plural semantics – why does

e.g. cumulative predicate conjunction require special contexts?
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